We consider a cluster of m zeros of a multivariate polynomial system which we interpret as a perturbation of a system with an m-fold zero.
Throughout, we will aasume that (P) is a O-dimensional ideal and that we have a complete intersection case, with P containing exactly s polynomials.
Our analysis is a contribution to the following overall task: Fmd sujicaently good approximations for all zeros of P. Note that some or all zeros of P will generally be irrational complex s-tuples , even if P has integer coefficients, so that a numerical specification of a zero will necessarily have to be an approximation.
However, the concepts of zero and sufficiently good in the above sentence need further clarification.
In agreement with standard practice in numerical mathematics we distinguish two cases:
Case 1: All coefficients in P may be assumed to be exact as specified.
Here, we have the classical algebraic meaning of a zero: z~0 is zero of P U p.(z) =0, v= 1(1)s, and an approximation z is sufficiently good if, for some appropriate norm in W, ]I(P.(.z))[I < CI for a specified a >0.
Case 2: Some of the (non-vanishing) coefficients in P are only known to a specified level of accuracy. Then P represents an equivalence class~of polynomial sets~; the members of~cannot be distinguished in the given context.
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Thus, the concept of a zero has to be widened to that of a pseudozero:
z c Cs is pseudozero of P u 3P 6~: p.(z) = O,p.~~, and z is a .@iciently good approximation if it is a pseudozero of P. Case 2 occurs predominantly in the simulation of realworld phenomena by mathematical models whose data are generally not known to an arbitrary accuracy.
However, if we disregard the exceptional situations where all zeros are rational, the above distinction -omnipresent in numerical computations -does not affect the design of solution procedures which generally follow this principle
Step 1: Find a reasonable approximation of the solution efficiently and robustly.
Step 2: Verify the quality of the approximation; if not sufficient goto
Step 3.
Step 3: Improve the present approximation; goto
Step 2.
The distinction of the above cases 1 and 2 only appears in Step 2 whereas Steps 1 and 3 are independent of this distinction.
For the determination of a well-isolated zero z of P , the classical procedure in
Step 3 is Newton's method.
In the case of a sufficiently dense cluster of zeros, however, where the Jacobian of P is nearly rank-deficient over a large part of the region occupied by the cluster, this approach meets with great difficulties; without very accurate starting approximations, no or only a few of the zeros of the cluster may be found by Newton's method or some variant of it. Therefore, the main part of this paper will present an alternate approach to the localization of the individual cluster zeros.
Such an approach must take into account the fact that the task of localizing the zeros of a cluster is severely {ill-conditioned
The accurate locations of the zeros are extremely sensitive to small changes in the data (i.e. the polynomial coefficients).
However, the location of the cluster and its multiplicity (the number of zeros in the cluster) generally do not share this sensitivity; this has been well-known for some time, an early analysis has been given, e.g., by [5] . Actually, the occurrence of a cluster of m zeros (an m-cluster) is equivalent to the presence of an m-fold zero in a system whose data are close to those of the specified problem; the location of such an m-fold zero depends moderately on the specified data. Therefore, the appropriate version of Step 1 with respect to an m-cluster of zeros is:
Find the approximate location zo of an m-fold zero of a reasonably close system PO, by a stable and efficient floatingpoint computation.
While the realization of this task, e.g. on the basis of a stabilized floating-point  Groebner  basis computation,  is  in itself extremely  interesting  and presently  under investigation, we will assume the result of this Step 1 as given for the purpose of this paper.
Step 2 then amounts to the verification of the distance between PO and P. If the criteria specified for the particular situation are met, we are finished:
Within the specified accuracy level, our system P cannot be distinguished from the system PO with a genuine m-fold zero at zo.
On the other hand, if PO is not sufficiently close to P by our standards, we must design a Step 3 procedure which splits the m-fold zero zo into m individual zeros and finds their approximate locations. This is the task to which we will now devote ourselves.
The condition of this task depends essentially on the relat~ve separation of the individual zeros in the cluster; it can be significantly improved by moving the "cluster center" zo to the origin.
It is true that the computation of some of the coefficients in the shifted polynomials 17v(~) := PV (.ZO +&) will meet with extreme cancellation of leading digits as these coefficients vanish in the shifted versions of the po", with their m-fold zero at the origin.
Therefore, in order to retain the accuracy level of the specified problem, this computation of the~" must be done with special provisions. Although floating-point techniques are available for maintaining the accuracy in polynomial shifts under cancellation, it appears simplest to perform the computation of the & in rational arithmetic, with a subsequent return to floating-point data. Algebraic manipulations with polynomials will be needed throughout the following in any case, and every computer algebra system has rational arithmetic readily available.
We can now formulate our task in its final form. We will drop the arrows in the following for a simpler notation but retain~and < for the shifted variables and zeros.
Cluster analysis problem: Given a system P of s polynomials pv~IP", v = 1(1)s, with a cluster of m zeros about the origin, and a system PO = {po", v = 1(1)s}, with an m-fold zero at the origin, with P -P. small but significant.
Find sufficiently good approximations for the individual zeros [v of P, p = 1(1) m, in the cluster. Note that g* is simply the factor~= 1(~-<p) of P; thus the existence of a solution C*T of (3), with IIc*TII small, is immediate.
To obtain a good ap roximation fiT of C*T, we perform one Newton step from c 8=0:
To find the m x m-matrix F" (0), we differentiate (2) w.r.t.
CT.
where all further terms contain at least one factor (f~+c~t ). Naturally, we may interpret the Newton step for (3) as a first order perturbation procedure:
We perturb the factor polynomial go = &m of PO by a small element from the span of the associated normal set such that the perturbed polynomial~= go + CT t becomes a first order correct approximation of the factor polynomial g* of p:
Altogether, this suggests the following fully algebraic interpretation of our approach as a basis for a multivariate generalization: In accordance with the problem formulation at the end of section 1, we begin with systems PO = {POV, v = 1 (1)s} and P = {pv, v = 1(1)s} of polynomials from IP", PO has an mrefold zero at the origin; therefore, the neighboring system P must have m zeros close to the origin since we have assumed a complete intersection situation where zeros depend continuously on the data and cannot disappear except to infinity. We will now generalize our univariate approach described in section 2, cf. the table at the end of that section.
In a first stage of our analysis, we must find a dual basis Do and a Groebner basis GO of the primary ideal Z. of the m-fold zero of PO. This is no longer trivial:
The differential structure of an m-fold zero in W may take many different forms.
Readers unfamiliar with this situation are referred to [8] and [7] , e.g., for a detailed analysis. The backbone which connects 'Do and GO is the residue class ring 7i?0 = IPs /10 and its basis N, the normal set of Io. Naturally, the appearance of these objects depends on the chosen term order in the following we assume that a consistent term order has been specified and is kept fixed throughout.
The following sequence of steps appears appropriate:
1) From PO) find a basis {LP, p = l(l)m} of the closed vector space U of differentials which describes the structure of the m-fold zero of PO at the origin.
These linear functional form a dual basis DO of ZO; cf. [8] .
2) From Do, determine a closed set N of terms tp, p = 1(l)m, such that the Gram matrix (LP [t] ) is nonsingular, where t := (tl, . . . ,tm)T.
N is a basis of 7?0.
3) From DO and N, determine the multiplication  table  matrices A~, a = 1(1 )s, which describe the multiplicative structure of %?o. From these Am, the elements g. of the Groebner basis GO are obtained immediately.
So far we have not dealt with the given system P at all. In the second stage of our analysis, we represent P in terms of GO; the residual vectors e; in NF (GO)pv = e; t display the distance of P from PO. If this distance is significant (cf. sect ion 1) we split the m-fold zero by perturbing GO into an approximation f?: for the basis~" of the primary ideal Z' of the cluster.
This stage consists of the following steps:
4) Expand the p. of P, v = 1 (1)s, into "polynomials'" in the elements g. of go :
for k > s, we must also find and expand a generating set of syzygies of Go. The validity of our assumptions on the situation is now reveaded by the smallness of the e; and by the fact that the matrix formed from the d:. in step 5 below has full rank and is well-conditioned. 
The set of all polynomials for which (7) holds is an ideal if and only if This task has been discussed in [7] where an algorithm for its solution has also been proposed. It is based on the fact (cf. [6] ) that a criterion for the closeness of U is
where Ut denotes "antidifferent i at ion" w .r. t. x~: These quantities now serve as our reference in the analysis of the given set P of polynomials which has an m-cluster of zeros~~, y = 1(1) m, about the origin.
We 
.=1
by a normal form algorithm; they are unique since GO is a Groebner basis.
Naturally, we expect the residual vectors e: to be small since we have assumed P to be close to P.. On the other hand, for the following to be meaningful for not full accu-! rate data (cf. case 2 in section 1), the size of the e. must be sigmjicant relative to the specified data accuracy: If the polynomials & := p"_-e~t c ZO form a set # in the equivalence class P, then P contains polynomial systems with a genuine m-fold zero at the origin; thus the origin is an mrefold pseudozero of P and we are finished.
We will assume that this is not the case throughout the following.
For the further analysis, we also need the coefficient vectors d~fi of (6). They can be computed from representations
K=l by further application of the NF-algorithm:
The representations (14) are unique except for syzygies:
K=l where the A refer to some generating set of the syzygy module SO of GO.
In the case k = s, all LT [gfi] are monomials &&, a = 1 (1)s; thus a generating set of So consists only of the trivial syzygies g~l g., -gx, g~l = C?, and such syzygies do not affect In analogy to our transition from (14) to (15) 
where the pol nomials s~~on the right-hand side are from J (16). These s~fi c CT characterize the ambiguity in the d~x of (15).
We have now finished step 4 in the second stage of our procedure.
In step 5, we have to consider the mapping F : Ck"m -+ C' 'm which is defined by expansions like (6) of the p. in terms of perturbed Groebner basis elements g. + C:t,l$ = l(l)k: Such perturbed Groebner basis representations axe considered in our paper [9] ; there it has been shown that they are the appropriate means to represent all polynomials in a neighborhood of a degenerate set of polynomials in a continuous and uniform way. We have assembled some basic information about perturbed Groebner bases in the Appendix.
In the case k > s, where there are more perturbation vectors c: than residual vectors e;, the representation (18) has to be supplemented by the analogously perturbed version of (16) 
To determine the linear system of equations which defines these E:, we set
and, in the case k > s, analogously
for the respective values of the subscripts on the left-hand side. Then we introduce (22), (23), and (24) into (18) and (19) resp. and subtract the unperturbed representations (6) and (16) 
J+,=l all terms not explicitly spelt out above either contain at least one factor g% c GO or they are quadratic in the C: (or both (25) and (26)), our request for e; = 0(llc~112) in (22) turns into the following linear system for the c::
The system (28) By (21), the j. with the perturbation vectors C: from (28) provide good approximations for the elements g: of the perturbed Groebner basis L7" of the primary ideal Z" of the m zeros of P clustered about the origin.
Computation of the Cluster Zeros
The cluster zeros (W, p = l(l)rn, of 1' are the zeros of the polynomial system G*:
whose zeros are normally well-separated in a relative sense. If there is secondary clustering within the cluster, the primary ideal for these zeros can be found (after a shift to the origin) by another application of our approach; therefore we do not pursue this possibility further.
However, to obtain approximations~P for the CK we cannot -except in the case k = s -replace the system G* by the system G: [6]). We consider (cf. (6) and (18)) tat, = a~Pt +~(b~P&t) g. + . . .
6
. a~~t +~(b~~.t) (g. + c.*Tt) +...
K
The normal form w.r.t. go of the difference of the two representations must vanish which implies (cf. (25) and (27) )
.T arP = af@ -~cjT(b~Wfit(A)) + 0( IIc*T112) .
& Naturally, we replace the unknown CIT by the Cornpukd z;
to obtain a first order correct approximation ii$P.
In step 8, we compute the m eigenvectors %P E~', p = l(l)rn, of the & by some linear algebra package (e.g.
[1]) and normalize their first components to 1 (these components cannot vanish; see [10] 
Example
In agreement with the task formulated at the end of section 1, we start with a system P. in 3 variables (l,&, [$ which has a multiple zero at the origin, and with a near-by system P whose zero cluster about the origin we wish to find: Exclusively for display reasons, we keep e an indeterminate in steps 1 through 5. Beginning with step 6, we take & = 10-4 and display only a few digits of the resulting decimal fractions; the rational expressions in e would be prohibitive for printing.
Steps 8 and 9 require floating-point computation in any case. Throughout the following, the term order is Iexicographlc, with~1 > & > (3.
Step 1 No further closed extension of U is feasible; thus m = 6 and 'DO consists of L1, , . . . L6 found above. Note the non-trivial form of LG in the specification of the differential structure of the 6-fold zero of P. at the origin.
Step 2 this information is used in
Step 3 Step 4: Representation of the system P in terms of go By polynomial division, we obtain (cf. Step 5: Formation of the blocks of the matrix in (28) The D". and Sk are determined by (27), with d;. and slm from (6) and (16) resp. We indicate only the formation of DII:
From d~l = (1,-1,0,0,2,0),
All columns of the SW block column are linearly dependent on the 6 columns of the Slfi blocks. The complete matrix of (28) is well-conditioned which establishes the validity of our assumptions on the situation.
Step 6: Solution of the linear system (28) For s = 10-4, the final 24 x 24 system for the E: yields, in units of 10-4, the perturbation vectors (.0001228, .0087247, -.0086311), (.0001306, -.0000965, -.0129974) , (.0001360, -.0001003, .0128215 ).
Step 9:1Residual formation, indiwdual Newton steps
The evaluation of the p" at the above /P yields residuals whose absolute values are all below 1.6. 10-5, many are considerably smaller. This means that there exist polynomial systems with exact zeros at the~W which differ from P only by polynomials from span Af with coefficients of 0(10-6).
Assume that the accuracy level of P is better than that 
